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Co-founders Gwen Weinberg & Anita Nadelson's friendship began in the hills of Tuscany while studying on a college program 
abroad. They stayed in touch for the next decade, through Gwen's move from Philadelphia to the west coast and Anita's years 

of working and traveling around the world, eventually coming back together in Seattle. 

The two took advantage of the city's nurturing entrepreneurial culture and combined their skills -- Gwen's at making things 
and Anita's at selling them -- to create Three by Three Seattle.

who WE ARE



Gwen exhibited the potential of a career in industrial design from a very young age, much 
preferring scissors, construction paper and glue to all other toys. Born in Philadelphia and 
now living in Seattle and Lisbon, Portugal, Gwen received informal training in art and 
design on both US coasts after obtaining an undergraduate degree in psychology and 
art history from University of Pennsylvania. She now considers it a gift for her own design 
vision to have not been boxed into one formal sensibility in her training; from the start of 
her career, beginning as a jeweler, metalsmith, and bookbinder, Gwen’s designs have 
always gone beyond the obvious standard solution. From her innovative use of materials 
to her unexpected proportions, her concepts have forged entirely new product categories. 
Currently, Gwen is happy to be re-focussing on paper goods, returning not only to her early 
design years’ bookbinding roots, but going all the way back to one of her earliest childhood 
pleasures.

Anita always wanted to run her own business. Her entrepreneurial spirit appeared at a 
young age, selling Bubble Yum on the playground in her hometown of Seattle. After 
earning a history degree from Connecticut College, she spent several years traveling the 
world and working in Paris, Florence, and New York. Both her business acumen and her 
love of travel have rubbed off on her three children, who have enjoyed several successful 
lemonade stands and schoolyard businesses. Anita has integrated the lessons learned 
from her passions and her varied work history into her business philosophy: have patience, 
take advantage of any opportunities that arise, treat everyone respectfully, and never stop 
innovating. She believes this code of ethics and transparency has cemented Three by 
Three Seattle’s reputation for quality, customer service, and integrity.
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Three by Three Seattle proudly expands their polyhedra line
 with aesthetically-inspired paperweights and pushpins. 

Featuring new paperweights in marble and resin, and pushpins in metallic finishes, 
polyhedra make stunning accents in any environment. 

 
Clear resin paperweights in shades graduating from clear to aqua beautifully adorn tabletops and 

bookshelves, and tame flyaway papers, while magnetic Carrara-finish marble paperweights 
handily hold bobby pins, pushpins, paperclips, and other small metal objects. 

Whether used as paperweights or as décor, these functional sculptures serve as 
attractive objets d’art.

 
Polyhedra pushpins are a sharp new twist on the company’s original cast metal polyhedra magnets, 

adding dimension to simple corkboards. The glittering mathematically proportional forms 
dress up photos, notes, recipes, and any other objects they hold.

 
“The  original polyhedra magnets were such a hit that I wanted to explore other 

potential functions,” explained Ellen Thomson, designer. “The pushpins are a great counterpart to our 
original polyhedra magnets, offering multiple ways to use the line in homes and offices. 
The shapes then lent themselves to more form-forward applications, like paperweights. 
Making the marble version into a magnet turned them into even more functional art.“

 
Polyhedra paperweights are sold individually in five shapes - 

tetrahedra, hexahedra, octahedra, dodecahedra, and icosahedra. 
The clear line is available in five unique colors, and the marble line is magnetized.

Polyhedra pushpins feature four shapes - hexahedra, octahedra, dodecahedra, and icosahedra. 
They are available in silver, gold, and copper, in sets of 4 or 12.
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new PRODUCTS

polyhedra™ PAPERWEIGHTS & PUSHPINS



Three by Three Seattle’s new HEY!wire magnetic rope wire display makes personalizing any space easy. 

HEY!wire’s easily bendable fabric-covered wire is fully customizable, whether used functionally as a display or artistically as decor. 
Bend into 3-D shapes to create custom wire sculptures, twist into flat motifs to hang as wall art, spell words to 

customize rooms and workspaces, or stretch lengthwise for a gallery feel. 

The included super strong mighties® magnets can be used to securely display photos, and cards with any configuration.
 

“I wanted to create something that you can do anything with,” says Ellen Thomson, HEY!wire designer. 
“This wire is so unique - it’s bendable yet sturdy and can be shaped and reshaped numerous times. I can’t wait to see what people make with it. 

I’m hoping they will use it in ways I haven’t even envisioned!”
 

HEY!wire measures 60 inches and is available in aqua, black, white, and red stripe. Includes 8 mighties® magnets.
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HEY!wire™ MAGNETIC ROPE WIRE DISPLAY



Richly colored details accent Three by Three Seattle’s new felt-like-it™ felt baskets, making them an attractive storage solution for any room. 

Made of dense charcoal felt that won’t collapse when empty, these durable baskets are sized to fit items large and small, from heavy blankets, 
throw pillows, stuffed animals, and sports gear, to smaller goods like sweaters, shoes, and fresh laundry.

 
“Our original, smaller felt-like-it storage bins have been so popular that we decided to expand the line,” says Anita Nadelson, CEO. “The thickness 

of these baskets makes them sturdy, and the colorful accents on the handles and in the stitching set them apart from other storage solutions.”
 

felt-like-it™ felt baskets are available in small, medium, and large, and feature berry, cactus, aqua, or charcoal accents.
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felt•like•it!™ FELT BASKET



smart. modern. organized. 

Since 1995, Three by Three Seattle products have made busy lives beautifully efficient.
Whether outfitting a home, office or dorm, each innovative organizing solution is worthy of display in any contemporary setting. 

 
The company’s magnetic strip bulletin board popularized the magnet board category as it’s known today. 

They moved on to revamp the whiteboard industry with fresh, alternative dry-erase surfaces, including bamboo, glass, silicone, stainless, and brass. 

Three by Three Seattle most recently updated the planner and stationery category with their jOTBLOCK line, and their 
constant innovation has led them to be a world leader in decorative magnets. 

Their current assortment consists of dry-erase and magnet boards, bent plywood designs, desk and wall organizers, 
hooks, stationery, photo displays, decorative boxes, storage, and magnets. 

The design team also creates custom promotional products for a broad range of clients. 

about THE COMPANY

• Amazon
• Anthropologie
• Barnes & Noble
• Bed Bath & Beyond
• CB2
• Click!
• Crate & Barrel

• The Container Store
• Dick Blick Art Stores
• Home Depot
• Indigo Books & Music - Canada
• Meijer
• Museum of Modern Art
• Nordstrom

• Office Works - Australia
• Paper Source
• Room In Order - Canada
• Staples 
• Storables
• TJX Companies
• zulily 

select CUSTOMERS
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